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Resum 
 
 
Des del començament de la utilització dels satèl·lits, el moment creat pels seus 
moviments ha sigut un asumpte que s’ha hagut de tenir en compte en cada 
missió espacial. Depenent de les dimensions, pes i objectiu durant el seu ús, 
un sistema d’intercanvi de moment pot, en realitat, ser un del millors sistemes 
per controlar l’actitud del satèl·lit en els seus tres eixos. 
 
En aquest document, un sistema de roda giratòria amb angles d’inclinació i 
velocitat de rotació variants, més una roda redundant amb velocitat rotacional 
constant i direcció oposada, és estudiat com sistema de control per un model 
de satèl·lit de cos rígid. 
 
Des del model matemàtic del cos del satèl·lit i del sistema de rodes, utilitzant 
un diagrama de Simulink, es simula la seva implementació. A més a més, 
s’estudia la llei clàssica de control LQR i una variant seva, Set-Point Tracking 
LQR, per controlar el sistema del satèl·lit. 
Aquestes lleis de control han demostrat merèixer la pena tenir-les en compte 
per controlar aquest tipus de sistema. Per la seva versatilitat, estabilitat, 
rapidesa i optimització dels resultats, LQR és una bona opció per controlar un 
satèl·lit de cos rígid amb un sistema de rodes giratòries com aparells 
d’intercanvi de moment. 
A més a més, la roda giratòria ha demostrat que sobrepassa tots els actuadors 
previs utilitzats basats en l’intercanvi de moment. 
 
Utilitzant la llei de control LQR prèviament comentada, es va realitzar un estudi 
més extens utilitzant un control conegut com “High Perfomance Bounded Gain-
Scheduled Control”. En aquesta variació de LQR, una llei de guanys adaptats 
es implementada per obtenir una millor resposta del satèl·lit, ajustant els 
guanys segons l’actitud del satèl·lit en cada moment. Aquest mètode permet 
resoldre analíticament l’equació algebraica de Ricatti, en comptes de 
numèricament, com en el cas de LQR clàssic. 
Pel que fa aquest segon estudi, es va obtenir una resposta més ràpida que en 
l’ús del LQR clàssic, tal com s’havia previs en la part teòrica. 
 
Tot i els resultats satisfactoris obtinguts en les simulacions, un estudi més 
extens és necessari per una millor implementació de les limitacions, tal com la 
velocitat giratòria. 
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Overview 
 
 
From the beginning of the satellite usage, the momentum created by its 
movements has been a concern that has to be taken into account for every 
space mission. Depending on the dimensions, weight and objective during its 
use, a momentum exchange device might, actually, be one of the best systems 
to control the satellite attitude in its three axis. 
 
In this paper, a tilted wheel system with variable tilt angles and wheel 
acceleration, plus a redundant wheel spinning at constant speed in opposite 
direction, is studied as a control system for a rigid satellite model. 
 
From the mathematical model of the satellite body and the tilted wheel system, 
a Simulink diagram is used to simulate their implementations in the satellite. 
On top of it, a classical LQR and Set-Point Tracking LQR control law are 
studied to control the satellite system. 
These control laws have proven to be worth to take them into consideration to 
control the whole system. By its versatility, stability, rapidity and optimal results, 
LQR is a good option to control a rigid satellite with a tilted wheel as 
momentum exchange device. 
In addition, the tilted wheel has demonstrated to surpass all the previous 
momentum exchange actuators capabilities, making it one of the best systems 
to control a body by momentum. 
 
 
Using the LQR control law previously commented, a further study was done 
using a High Performance Bounded Gain-Scheduled control. In this variation of 
LQR, a gain tuning law is imposed for a better response of the satellite, 
adjusting the gains in relation with the response obtained in every time. This 
method allows solving analytically the algebraic Ricatti equation, not as LQR 
that solves it numerically. 
Regarding this second study, a faster response was obtained, as expected 
from the theoretical part. 
 
Despite the successful results obtained in the simulations. A further study 
should be needed for a better implementation of the constraints, such as the 
slew rate. 
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Introduction  1 
I. Introduction 
 
This project is based on a study carried out by Lawrence O. Inumoh, Nadim M. 
Horri, Jason L. Forshaw and Alexandre Pechev about two different ways to 
control a satellite using a tilted wheel. 
 
As it is known, the devices generally most used to control a highly agile satellite 
missions are those whose objective is to exchange momentum, such as 
reaction wheels and control moment gyroscopes (CMGs) with high slew 
manoeuvrability. In this project, a new way to control these kinds of satellites is 
studied. 
 
For this satellite, three-axis attitude stabilization is required. For this purpose, 
using reaction wheels would imply to have three of those (one for each axis). 
But in this case, for a high necessary torque, the bigger the size, power and 
cost of the wheel. To improve this situation, CMGs might be the next step to 
take into account. 
 
Since the CMGs are able to amplify the torque tilting the axis of momentum 
generation, they allow a much higher torque to be produced than with reaction 
wheels. But, also, in this case, singularities are met in some command points. 
So, the idea for this project is substituting these actuators by a tilted wheel. 
 
 
By using a tilted wheel (TW) as mechanism to control the satellite presented, 
the constraints showed with the previous control systems are solved. The 
control mechanism of the satellite becomes simpler and light weighted, without 
any singularities being experienced during nominal wheel operation. In this 
project a classical Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) and a Set-Point Tracking 
LQR control law are implemented in the satellite. Also, a high performance 
bounded gain-scheduling concept will be tested using a LQR approach. 
 
 
 
Fig. I.1 Tilted Wheel 
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II. Mathematical Model and Control Law 
II.I. Satellite Mathematical Model 
 
For the satellite model, its attitude and attitude rates are computed. For the first term, 
satellite’s attitude, the Euler angles are used  representing the roll, pitch and yaw 
angles. Regarding the second term, satellite’s attitude rates, the following notation is 
used: . 
 
The relation between the satellite’s attitude and its rates is given by the following 
equations: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The dynamic equation of motion for a rigid body under the influence of the three-fixed 
torques on each principal axis is: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Where:  is the net torque acting on the satellite,  is the 
principal moment of inertia (MoI) of the satellite and  is net angular 
momentum on the satellite due to the wheel rotation (in this study, it is considered zero). 
 
 
II.II. Tilted Wheel Mathematical Model 
 
The dynamic and kinematic models of the tilted wheel system will be discussed in this 
section. This system consists mainly in two wheels rotating: 
The tilted wheel, which varies its rotation speed and position relative to the satellite 
body frame, thus, nullifying the linear momentum generated by the satellite. 
 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
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The redundant or spinning wheel. It doesn’t move from its position, it stays aligned with 
the z-axis (yaw axis) of the satellite body and keeps a constant rotation speed of the 
same initial value and opposed direction than the main wheel to counteract the angular 
momentum. 
Regarding the tilted wheel, two major rotations must be performed around x-axis and y-
axis of the wheel, respectively. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. II.1 Rotation from the tilted wheel body to satellite body. 
 
 
The first rotation is done around the x-axis of the tilted wheel body frame ( ) and the 
second rotation will be around its y-axis ( ) as shown in Figure 2. Based on these 
movements, the Direction Cosine Matrix (DCM) to go from the tilted wheel body to the 
satellite body can be represented as: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The next value needed about the tilted wheel is its angular momentum. The angular 
momentum known as H is generated by the TW and transferred to the satellite body, 
assuming that spinning wheel is aligned to the yaw axis of the satellite, as commented 
previously. This angular momentum is computed as the following way: 
 
 
 
 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
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Where  is the angular momentum in the TW three orthogonal axes, 
 is the moment of inertia of the tilted wheel about the x, y and z axes 
relative to the satellite X, Y and Z axes. 
 
Note that  is represented as  and  as . 
From Equation 5, the last term of the sum ( ) can be ignored considering 
the fact that tilt rate of the mechanism is far less than the spin rate (  and ). 
Based on this hypothesis, the resulted equation is: 
 
 
 
 
 
The torque generated by tilted wheel and transferred to the satellite body can be found 
from the time derivative of Equation 2.6 calculated above. The generated torque 
expression is: 
 
 
 
 
 
For this system, the components of  will be considered to be  and 
. Being  the wheel Linear Time Invariant (LTI) Moment of Inertia term, and 
 the wheel speed. Equation 2.7 can be developed as the following way: 
 
 
 
 
 
Simplifying the equation by using , then it is possible to change 
 and . 
 
 
 
 
 
The breakdown of the previous equation (2.9) can be represented as following: 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
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Replacing the values of Equation 2.4 into the Equation 2.10 it is obtained the following 
expression, must be remembered that  
 
 
 
 
 
The first term (  ) of Equation 2.11 can be solved by using Jacobian, 
resulting to: 
 
 
 
 
 
Considering two matrices called E and F built the following way: 
 
 
 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
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It is possible to rewrite Equation 2.12 as shown in Equation 2.14. 
 
 
 
 
 
Naming G the new matrix formed by E and F, the new equation for the generated torque 
can be computed the following way: 
 
 
 
 
Where: . 
 
 
From the previous expression, developing  in the Equation 2.15 allows to compute the 
tilt angle, tilt rates and wheel acceleration. Isolating the matrix of the tilt rates and wheel 
acceleration values ( ), and renaming the torque generated by a more recognisable 
one ( ) the following equation is found: 
 
 
 
 
 
This equation will be used later on in the simulation to work out the values of the tilt 
rates and wheel acceleration, along with the tilt angles and wheel speed by integrating 
it. 
 
Note: The invers of G presents a singularity for , but it is possible to overlook it, 
considering hardware constraints during the operation. The wheel system cannot be 
operated to such tilt angle. 
 
(2.14) 
(2.15) 
(2.16) 
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Now it is important to know how to compute the control torque generated that will be 
used for controlling the satellite. By the same hypothesis explained throughout this 
paper, the control torque may be computed using Equation 2.15 and the new tilt angles 
and wheel acceleration found in Equation 2.16. The resulted expression is: 
 
 
 
 
 
II.III. Linearization of the satellite system 
 
Before presenting the control law, the linearization of the non-linear system of the 
satellite must be computed. Equation 2.18 shows the state-space equations. 
 
 
 
 
 
The system is MIMO (Multiple Input Multiple Output) being the state vector, input vector 
and output vector, respectively, the followings vectors: 
 
 
 
 
 
The linearization matrices can be computed the following way: 
 
 
 
(2.17) 
(2.18) 
(2.19) 
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In the Numerical Application (NA) it is assumed that . 
 
 
 
 
 
In the Numerical Application (NA) it is assumed that the Moment of Inertia (MoI) of the 
satellite is . 
 
 
 
 
 
C is the identity matrix and D is zero because the state vector and output vector are the 
same. 
 
The linearization matrices will be used later on to implement the control law studied in 
this report. These matrices are just from the satellite system, the tilted wheel system is 
not considered. 
 
 
(2.20) 
(2.21) 
(2.22) (2.23) 
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II.IV. Control Law 
 
In this paper three different control laws are studied. The first one will be the Classical 
LQR; the second one will be a Set-point Tracking LQR and, finally, a new theoretical 
control law known as HPB (High Performance Bounded), all of them based on the 
Linear Quadratic Regulator control law. 
 
LQR (Linear Quadratic Regulator) is a control law that can be used for SISO or MIMO 
indistinctly. It uses optimal control theory to ensure optimal performance solutions. It 
uses a linearize state-space form of equations, these were computed previously in 
section 2.3 (Equation 2.18-2.22). 
 
 
II.IV.I. Classical LQR 
 
LQR consists in defining a control value ( , the system input) that minimizes the 
following equation: 
 
 
 
 
 
Where:  is the state vector defined in Equation 2.19,  is the input vector defined in 
Equation 2.19 and  and  are tuning matrices (  and ). 
 
In this case,  and , are both symmetric. The relative amplitude of Q and 
R makes it possible to adjust the state/control compromise. 
 
For this case, after trying different values for Q and R, the ones chosen are: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Using these coefficients in the tuning matrices, the resulting solutions in the simulations 
get close to the ones gotten in [1]. 
 
 
The control input is: 
 
(2.24) 
(2.25) 
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Where  is the optimal LQR gain. 
 
The optimal gain obtained for this system is: 
 
 
 
 
 
II.IV.II. Set-Point Tracking LQR 
 
Set-point tracking LQR is a variation from the classical LQR where a time-varying set-
point is tracked. Its purpose is also to minimize the Equation 2.23. 
 
In this LQR case, a set-point function is needed: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Where:  is the steady-state state,  is the steady-state input,  and  are matrices 
defined in Equation 2.28-2.29. 
 
 
 
 
 
In this case,  and . The last matrix has de following form: 
 
 
 
 
 
The new control input for this case is: 
 
(2.26) 
(2.27) 
(2.28) 
(2.29) 
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Where:  is the optimal LQR gain. 
 
Equation 2.30 can be developed using Equation 2.27 in the following way: 
 
 
 
 
 
Substituting , the following equation is obtained: 
 
 
 
 
 
The next step is to recalculate the state-space equations using Equation 2.18 and 
Equation 2.31. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Resulting in: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Assuming that matrix C is the identity matrix and the matrix D is zero, as shown in 
Equations 2.22 and 2.23. 
 
 
II.V. HPB LQR 
 
The control law used in this section is a High Performance Bounded Gain-Scheduled of 
the classical LQR. This new theoretical control system allows ameliorating the LQR 
performance. 
 
(2.30) 
(2.31) 
(2.32) 
(2.33) 
(2.34) 
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The most important improvements that are made with this control system are: 
 
• Performing dynamic retuning of the gain matrix helps to improve the performance 
at each time instant. It effectively gain-schedules the k matrix through the whole 
manoeuvre. 
• The easy computation of the gains allows a faster response of the whole system. 
 
 
The first study of this method was done by a research department of MIT [3]. It was for 
a double integrator without moment of inertia. The same technique is used in the current 
system, as it is possible to consider a zero angular momentum mode for each of the 
three-axis independently. 
 
A variation is made from the original formulation, it is changed adequately for an 
unbounded input (u) and the inertia of the satellite (I) is added. 
 
The equilibrium point for the HPB LQR is considered  and using equation 26 
it is achieved a smooth and continuous gain. 
 
Taking into account that a positive definite Lyapunov function exists for the system. 
Then, the complicated part is to find the set of control laws and their corresponding 
Lyapunov function that will handle the current state to its equilibrium as fast as possible 
without loosing control effort. 
 
 
The nonlinear state feedback control law is: 
 
 
 
 
 
Being n a time index, thus: ,  and . 
 
Using  as the state algorithm to compute . 
 
 
For further notation, the previous variables are rewritten as:  and . 
 
On the controlled state trajectories, the states will enter increasingly narrower level sets, 
assessed by the variable . Being . Thus, the control constraint is then 
defined as . 
(2.35) 
(2.36) 
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This constraint is valid for the three axis of the satellite modeled as a double integrator. 
The gains of the control law are obtained by solving the optimization problem of 
maximizing  under the control constraint. Its solution is given by: 
 
 
 
 
 
The state-space model for a single input is: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Where  and . 
 
The state-space model showed in equation 2.38 it is used for each axis following the 
zero angular momentum case. 
 
From here on, the steps to follow to compute the gain matrix of the LQR using the 
analytical solution are the following ones. 
 
At each time step, a matrix P dependent on  is obtained using equation 2.39. 
 
 
 
 
 
Being  and  a suitable initial value for . 
 
From the previous equation, a new value of  can be found using equation 2.40. 
 
 
 
 
(2.37) 
(2.38) 
(2.39) 
(2.40) 
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Being  a scalar number. 
 
Using the new , the new LQR gain (k) is computed as following: 
 
 
 
 
 
Being . Using equation 26 or 30 to calculate the new input. 
 
(2.41) 
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III. Simulations 
 
The numerical simulations were done by using Matlab®/Simulink software. The 
initial values used are represented in the following table: 
 
 
Table III.1 Simulation Parameters for 3-Axis Attitude Control 
 
Parameter Value Units 
Slew Rate 1.5 º s-1 
Satellite MoI (I) diag([6.260 5.879 5.074]) kg m2 
Tilted Wheel MoI (J) diag([0.00078 0.00078 0.00089]) kg m2 
Attitude ( ) [Initial] [0 0 0] º 
Wheel Speed ( ) [Initial] 5500 rpm 
Tilt Angle ( ) [Initial] [0 0] º 
 
 
All these parameters were extracted from [1] using a careful CAD design of the 
satellite. 
 
Along this section, different actions in each axis will be studied for a properly 
understanding of the result. 
 
 
III.I. Three-Axis Attitude LQR Control Capability 
 
In this section it is demonstrated the three-axis control capability of the tilted 
wheel system, after implementing the control law and the mathematical 
equation explained in the previous sections. 
 
Given an initial satellite attitude of [0 0 0]º for roll, pitch and yaw respectively, 
and commanded attitude of [30 20 10]º for a better identification in the graph. 
The resulted plots are: 
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Fig. III.1 3-Axis LQR 
 
 
As it can be observed, the satellite attitude returns, with no apparent error, its 
variation to 30º, 20º and 10º as chosen before. In these responses, it can be 
observed some subtle oscillations during the transitory state, coinciding with he 
larger the value the less oscillations it shows. 
 
 
Regarding the rest of the parameters tested, the behaviour of these is somehow 
expected but not entirely. 
 
From the tilt angles, it can be seen that a 25º and -40º angles are reached to 
compensate the roll ( ) and pitch ( ) angles of the satellite. From the original 
article, it can be seen a little variation of these values, as, in there, the resulted 
tilt angles were less than 20º and -30º. 
 
Their rates, a similar behaviour is obtained from the simulation. The rates 
computed are larger than expected from the based article. The tilt angle rates 
obtained are between a maximum of 7º·s-1 and a minimum of -4º·s-1 for , and 
between 8º·s-1 and -10º·s-1 for . While in the article, they show a variation 
between 3º·s-1 and -3º·s-1 for , and between 4º·s-1 and -4º·s-1 for . 
 
 
For the torque generated, the same performance as with the other parameters 
is showed, bigger values than in the article are reached. 
 
 
The slew rate value is considered to be able to control the torque. Despite this, 
the response obtained differs a little from the one showed in the article. It can 
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be seen a steep ramp until reaching the 0.15N·m, and later a smoother 
response until its minimum value of -0.1N·m. 
 
 
The large torque generated resulted into larger values for the tilt angles, and 
thus, for their rates. Despite this, all the values are between their limits. 
These deviations from the article are not significant, as their values have the 
same order and it may be solved using a PID controller or with other weighting 
values. 
 
 
Despite all this, various simulations are carried out to see the capability of the 
system studied in each situation. First, a roll axis attitude of 30º, maintaining the 
rest at 0º, will be done. Second, a pitch axis attitude of 30º maintaining the rest 
at 0º. Finally, the third simulation will be a yaw axis attitude of 30º, resting the 
others at 0º. 
 
 
III.II. Roll Axis Attitude LQR Control Capability 
 
In this section, a roll manoeuvre is simulated. The commanded roll attitude is 
30º, while for the other axis stay at 0º. The solutions obtained are: 
 
 
 
 
Fig. III.2 3-Axis LQR – 30º Roll Manoeuvre 
 
 
With a roll motion, the only linear momentum to compensate is the one that is 
controlled by the -angle (thus,  remains null). Also, the torque used for this 
movement is the one for the x-axis. 
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The values reached in the previous parameters are well between their limits. 
And, all the other parameters related with a pitch and a yaw movement remain 
zero. 
 
 
III.III. Pitch Axis Attitude LQR Control Capability 
 
In this section, a pitch manoeuvre is simulated. The commanded pitch attitude 
is 30º, while for the other axis stay at 0º. The solutions obtained are: 
 
 
 
Fig. III.3 3-Axis LQR - 30º Pitch Manoeuvre 
 
 
With a pitch motion, the only linear momentum to compensate is the one that is 
controlled by the -angle (thus,  remains null). Also, the torque used for this 
manoeuvre is the one for the y-axis. 
 
The magnitudes of the values reached in the previous parameters are well 
between their limits. And, all the other parameters related with a roll and a yaw 
movement remain zero. 
 
 
III.IV. Yaw Axis Attitude LQR Control 
 
In this section, a yaw manoeuvre is simulated. The commanded yaw attitude is 
30º, while for the other axis stay at 0º. The solutions obtained are: 
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Fig. III.4 3-Axis LQR - 30º Yaw Manoeuvre 
 
 
In this last simulation, the same behaviour of the parameters related to a yaw 
motion is reached. 
 
For a yaw motion (z-axis) the tilted wheel does not vary its relative position with 
the satellite (  and  remain zero). In fact, what it does is a bigger variation of 
its speed to compensate the movement. 
 
A torque in the z-axis is displayed in the graphs above. 
 
For this simulation, a second graph is plotted (Figure 6) to show the variation of 
speed in the tilted wheel (TW), in comparison with the redundant wheel (RW). 
 
 
 
 
Fig. III.5 Wheel Speed 
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From this plot, it can be seen that for a 30º yaw manoeuvre the speed wheel 
increases more than in any other movement, counteracting the momentum of 
the satellite. 
 
 
III.V. Set-Point Tracking LQR Simulation Observations 
 
The results of the simulations of the Set-Point Tracking LQR, for the LQR gain, 
resulted to be the same as the classical LQR simulations. That is because the 
gain that multiplies the input value r is the identity matrix and the diagram 
results the same as a classical LQR. 
 
 
 
 
 
For further study in this control law, refer to Annex A and Annex B.1.2. 
 
 
III.VI. HPB LQR Simulations1 
 
From these simulations it can be expected a faster response, thus, a minor 
settling time. Even, the oscillations presented along the transition phase could 
be damped. 
 
Regarding the values of the parameters simulated, they are not supposed to 
differ much from the previous simulations, and the only visual change that the 
HPB can contribute on is the speed of the response, as seen in the next figure. 
 
 
                                            
1 To carry out the simulation, the Simulink diagram must be ran by a compatible version of 
Matlab® in relation with the computer. To know if it is able to solve it, use the following web site: 
https://www.mathworks.com/support/sysreq/previous_releases.html?s_cid=pi_scl_2_R2014b_m
aci64 
Otherwise, the program might not work. 
(3.1) 
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Fig. III.6 HPB and Classical LQR Response 
 
For further explanation in the simulation for high performance based gain-
scheduling LQR control law in a satellite, refer to Annex B.2. 
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IV. Conclusions 
 
In this paper has been introduced a new way to achieve a three-axis attitude 
control of a satellite. With no obvious singularities, as commented in previous 
sections, and with technically simple mathematical models for the tilted wheel 
system and satellite system, this actuator design is a new way to take into 
consideration for rigid satellite space missions where momentum exchange 
devices and high torque generation in all three axis play an important role in its 
objectives. 
 
 
The conclusions that can be extracted of this study, is that a LQR control law is 
useful and flexible to use in a satellite with a tilted wheel system to control the 
linear and angular momentum. 
 
As the tuning matrices of the LQR control law can be changed depending on 
the interests of each person, the usage of this control law is versatile and 
applicable in all cases. Always looking for the optimal gain value for the best 
results. 
 
Besides, the low torque needed and the simplicity of the whole system makes 
the LQR control an important key for further improvement in this field. 
 
 
Regarding HPB Gain-Scheduled LQR control, the theoretical part proves that 
this method is a better option than the classical LQR. The faster pace in solving 
the analytical equations simplifies more the control law mentioned before. 
The tuning of the gain value for a better adjustment on the parameters provides 
a better, faster (less settling time) and more stable response. 
 
 
In conclusion, the implementation of LQR control system, as well as its HPB 
variation, is a new point of view in system controlling field worth it to take into 
account for so many reasons. 
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Annex A. MATLAB Script 
 
This section shows the Matlab® script used for the simulations carried out along this 
study. 
 
%% Final Degree Project (Part I) - V.Martín 
% Bounded Gain-Schedule Control Using a Tilted Wheel 
  
 
 
%% Parameters 
  
% sr   = 1.5; %[∫ s^-1] Slew Rate 
  
I      = diag([6.260 5.879 5.074]); %[Kg m^2] Satellite MoI 
chi0   = [0 0 0]; %[rad] [phi theta psi] Attitude 
pqr0 = [0 0 0]; % We assume pqr Inital Conditions as 0 
  
J      = diag([0.00078 0.00078 0.00089]); %[Kg m^2] Tilted Wheel MoI J = 
[Jalpha Jbeta Jomega] 
    J_w = J(3,3); 
Omega0 = 5500*2*pi/60; %[rad/seg] = 5500[rpm] Wheel Speed 
delta0 = [0 0]; %[rad] [alpha beta] Tilt Angle 
  
% tau = [taux tauy tauz]^T % Net torque acting on the satellite 
% h = [h1 h2 h3]^T % Net angular momentum on the satellite 
  
 
 
%% Satellite Model (Non-linear) 
  
    % [phi theta psi] = [roll pitch yaw] -> Euler Angles. 
    % omega_b         = [p q r]^T        -> Body attitude rates. 
  
    % Note: 
        % phi_dot = p + [q*sin(phi) + r*cos(phi)]*tan(theta) 
        % theta_dot = q*cos(phi) - r*sin(phi) 
        % psi_dot = [q*sin(phi) + r*cos(phi)]*sec(theta) 
  
    % The dynamic equation: 
        % tau1 = I1*p_dot + (I3 - I2)*q*r + q*h3 - r*h2 
        % tau2 = I2*q_dot + (I1 - I3)*p*r + r*h1 - p*h3 
        % tau3 = I3*r_dot + (I2 - I1)*p*q + p*h2 - q*h1 
  
[A1 B1 C1 D1]=linmod('Sat_NL'); 
  
 
 
%% Linearization 
  
    % State Eqation: 
    %       xdot = Ax + Bu 
    %       y    = Cx + Du 
    % 
    % where x = [phi theta psi p q r]^T and u = [taux tauy tauz]^T 
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A = [zeros(3,3) diag([1 1 1]); zeros(3,6)]; 
                                        
B = [zeros(3,3); diag([1/I(1,1) 1/I(2,2) 1/I(3,3)])]; 
  
C = diag([1 1 1 1 1 1]); 
  
D = zeros(6,3); 
  
 
 
%% Controllability 
V = ctrb(A,B); 
rank(V) 
  
 
 
%% LQR (classical) 
Weighting = [1 1 1 1 1 1   001.000 001.000 001.000]; 
  
    Q = diag(Weighting(1:6)) 
    R = diag(Weighting(7:9)) 
     
    % Observaability  
    M = sqrtm(Q); 
    U = obsv(A,M); 
    rank(U) 
     
    % Detectability 
    [Abar,Bbar,Cbar,T,Ko] = obsvf(A,B,M) 
     
    % Calcul du retour d'Ètat 
    K=lqr(A,B,Q,R) 
 
 
 
%% LQR - Setpoint Tracking 
  
N = pinv([A B; C D])*[zeros(6,3); eye(3); zeros(3,3)] 
Nx = N(1:6,:) 
Nu = N(7:9,:) 
N_bar = K*Nx + Un 
 
 
 
%% HPB 
P_inital=[2*1000^(-1)   sqrt(2)*1000^(-3/4);     
          sqrt(2)*1000^(-3/4)    2*1000^(-1/2)] 
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Annex B. Simulink Diagrams 
This section shows all the Simulink diagrams used for the simulations carried 
out along this study. 
 
B.I. Non-Linear Satellite System Model 
This diagram is used to linearize the non-linear satellite system. The equations 
presented in Section 2.1 are implemented in this block. 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. B.1 Non-Linear Satellite Model 
 
 
The 6DoF (Euler Angles) block is used to compute the attitude angles and 
attitude rates of the satellite, inside this block can be found: 
 
 
 
 
Fig. B.2 6DoF (Euler Angles) block 
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The omega_dot block is used to compute the satellite attitude rates by using 
Equation 2, inside this block can be found the equation implemented: 
 
 
 
Fig. B.3 Omega_dot block 
 
 
The block that multiplies  looks like this: 
 
 
 
Fig. B.4 (I·w+h) block 
 
 
The Calculate Euler Angles block is used to compute the satellite attitude from 
the satellite attitude rates as input. For this Equation 1 is used. This block has 
the following form: 
 
 
Fig. B.5 Calculate Euler Angles block 
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The Euler’s Eq. of Motion is where Equation 1 is installed. This block results like 
this: 
 
 
Fig. B.6 Euler's Eq. of Motion block 
 
 
B.I.I. Classical LQR model 
 
This diagram is the general model of the classical LQR control law: 
 
 
 
Fig. B.7 General LQR model 
 
The orange, blue and green blocks refer to the tilting wheel system, the satellite 
system and the LQR gain respectively. 
 
 
In the following figures it is demonstrated that the blocks regarding the tilting 
wheel, in serie, do not affect the torque along the line (before the Calcul block 
and after the Wheel Dynamics bock). It also means that these blocks can be 
neglected according to the generated torque. 
 
Thus, as shown in Figure B.7, the first block is used only to get the tilting 
angles. But the rest are erased from the main line of the diagram. 
 
 
Implementing the corresponding non-linear satellite model and tilting wheel 
system, the resulting diagram is as shown in Figure B.8. 
 
In this figure it is possible to see an extra block added, before the tilting wheel 
system, called Slew Rate Limiter. This block is used to limit the attitude rate of 
the satellite. As seen in the Table 1 in Section 3, a maximum slew rate of 1.5º/s 
is considered. Using this block this condition is reached. 
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Fig. B.8 Classical LQR Diagram 
 
In green is marked the feedback gain corresponding to the LQR gain computed 
in the Matlab® script, with the linear model of the satellite. 
 
The redundant wheel is independent to the tilting wheel system, thus this block 
is not connected directly to the torque generated by the satellite. This wheel’s 
only purpose is to nullify the angular momentum of the satellite. In the 
simulation, this was assumed to be zero, thus it doesn’t influence the linear 
momentum. 
 
Another observation is that the Tilting wheel block hast total gain value equal 1. 
That means that the torque previous this block and after is exactly the same, as 
commented previously. So this diagram can be transformed to the one in figure 
B.9. 
 
 
 
Fig. B.9 Simple LQR Diagram 
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The Tilting Wheel block, from Figure B.8, is the one that computes the tilt 
angles, tilt angle rate, wheel speed, wheel acceleration and new commanded 
torque. This block has the following parts: 
 
 
 
Fig. B.10 Tilting Wheel block 
 
Inside the Tilting Wheel block, it can be found two more blocks, Tilt Rate & 
Wheel Accel. Command and Actuator. 
 
The first one is used to compute the new tilt angles, tilt angle rates, wheel 
speed and acceleration from the given control torque of the satellite. 
 
On the other hand, the second block, the actuator, is the one in charge of 
computing the new control torque that will go to the satellite from the new 
values of tilt angles, tilt angle rates, wheel speed and acceleration. 
 
The first block is formed the following way: 
 
Fig. B.11 Tilt Rate & Wheel Accel. Command block 
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Inside the Omega - JOmega_w block the matrix  is 
implemented: 
 
Fig. B.12 Omega - JOmega_w block 
 
Inside the alpha, beta – G_inv the inverse of the matrix G in Equation 15 is 
computed: 
 
Fig. B.13 alpha, beta - G_inv block 
 
 
Fig. B.14 alpha, beta - G block 
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The Tilting Wheel sub-block inside the main Tilting Wheel block is used to 
compute the new values of tilt angles, tilt angle rates, wheel speed and wheel 
acceleration as well as the new control torque. Inside this block, Equation 16 is 
implemented the following way: 
 
 
Fig. B.15 Tilting Wheel sub-block in the main Tilting Wheel block 
 
The second block in the Tilting Wheel main block is the one called Actuator. 
This block consists in implementing Equation 17 with the new values coming 
from the Tilt Rate & Wheel Accel. Command block. This block contains the 
following sub-blocks: 
 
 
Fig. B.16 Actuator block 
 
In this block, the blocks of Figure B.10 and Figure B.11 and B.12 are used. 
The Tilting Wheel sub-block is where Equation 17 is installed. 
 
 
Fig. B.17 Tilting Wheel sub-block in the Actuator block 
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The other part of this diagram to show is the model of the redundant wheel. For 
this model, it has been taken the tilting wheel system making  and  and their 
rates zero. In addition, the wheel speed will not change, making the wheel 
acceleration ( ) zero as well. 
 
With these assumptions, this block is formed the following way: 
 
 
Fig. B.18 Redundant Wheel block 
 
For the redundant wheel system, the matrix G instead of depending on  and , 
giving the value of zero in both parameters, the resulted G is: 
 
 
 
B.I.II. Set-Point Tracking LQR model 
 
This diagram is the model of the Set-Point Tracking LQR control law, with the 
non-linear satellite model. This diagram is obtained from the diagram in Figure 
B.7 from the Classical LQR approach. 
 
 
Fig. B.19 Set-Point Tracking LQR Diagram 
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In blue is marked the feedback gain corresponding to the LQR gain computed in 
the Matlab® script and the gain matrix  that multiplies the input. 
 
The blocks regarding the tilting wheel and the satellite non-linear dynamics are 
the same as shown in section 7.2. 
 
 
B.II. HPB LQR model 
 
Using the classical LQR approach, the diagram to simulate the satellite 
behaviour with HPB controller is as shown in Figure 27. 
 
 
 
Fig. B.20 HPB Classical LQR Diagram 
 
Using the classical LQR control system to implement the HPB, it turns into the 
same diagram with the exception to the part highlighted in orange. 
 
This part is used to compute the new values of the LQR gains for each sample 
time. This method, bounded gain-scheduled, improves the response of the 
whole system as well as it makes it faster than the previous models. 
 
Taking a proper look in the HPB LQR part can be seen how the Equations 39-
41 are implemented. 
 
 
Inside the Matlab Function blocks, the equations aforementioned are described. 
In this case, the dimensions of the parameters to compute the gain change from 
the ones stated in section 2.5. 
 
In these blocks, the parameters have the following dimensions: 
• : State vector  
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• : Matrix formed by  
. 
Being .  
 
The initial conditions used for P are: 
. 
 
• : Vector formed by  
The initial conditions used for r are:  
 
• : Gain matrix formed by 
. 
Being  
 
 
The Matlab® scripts inside the Matlab Function blocks are: 
 
M
A
TL
A
B
 F
un
ct
io
n 
r-
P 
function P = fcn(r) 
  
% P=[2*r^(-1)                  sqrt(2)*r^(-3/4) 
%    sqrt(2)*r^(-3/4)           2*r^(-1/2)]; 
  
r1=r(1) 
r2=r(2) 
r3=r(3) 
  
P1=[2*r1^(-1)            sqrt(2)*r1^(-3/4) 
    sqrt(2)*r1^(-3/4)    2*r1^(-1/2)]; 
P2=[2*r2^(-1)            sqrt(2)*r2^(-3/4) 
    sqrt(2)*r2^(-3/4)    2*r2^(-1/2)]; 
P3=[2*r3^(-1)            sqrt(2)*r3^(-3/4) 
    sqrt(2)*r3^(-3/4)    2*r3^(-1/2)]; 
  
  
P = [P1 P2 P3]; 
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M
A
TL
A
B
 F
un
ct
io
n 
P-
x-
r 
function r = fcn(x,P) 
I = diag([6.260 5.879 5.074]); 
  
b1=[0;1/I(1,1)]; 
b2=[0;1/I(2,2)]; 
b3=[0;1/I(3,3)]; 
  
x1=[x(1); x(4)] 
x2=[x(2); x(5)] 
x3=[x(3); x(6)] 
  
P1=[P(1,1) P(1,2);P(2,1) P(2,2)] 
P2=[P(1,3) P(1,4);P(2,3) P(2,4)] 
P3=[P(1,5) P(1,6);P(2,5) P(2,6)] 
  
r1=sqrt((x1'*P1*x1)*(b1'*P1*b1)) 
r2=sqrt((x2'*P2*x2)*(b2'*P2*b2)) 
r3=sqrt((x3'*P3*x3)*(b3'*P3*b3)) 
  
r=[r1 r2 r3] 
M
A
TL
A
B
 F
un
ct
io
n 
r-
k function k = fcn(r) 
  
r1=r(1) 
r2=r(2) 
r3=r(3) 
  
k1=[r1^(-0.5)   sqrt(2)*r1^(-0.25)] 
k2=[r2^(-0.5)   sqrt(2)*r2^(-0.25)] 
k3=[r3^(-0.5)   sqrt(2)*r3^(-0.25)] 
  
k = [diag([k1(1)  k2(1)  k3(1)])  diag([k1(2)  k2(2)  k3(2)])] 
 
 
B.II.I. HPB set-point tracking LQR model 
 
Using, instead of the classical LQR, the set-point tracking LQR control law, 
helps to get a zero steady-state error. 
 
The diagram used for this simulation is: 
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Fig. B.21 HPB Set-Point Tracking LQR Diagram 
 
For this case, it can be seen that a new block is added to compute the  matrix 
and a gain multiplying the Moment of Inertia of the satellite. 
 
Inside the new block, it can be found the following Matlab® script. 
 
function hc = fcn(r,k) 
  
I = diag([6.260 5.879 5.074]); %[Kg m^2] Satellite MoI 
  
A = [zeros(3,3) diag([1 1 1]); zeros(3,6)]; 
B = [zeros(3,3); diag([1/I(1,1) 1/I(2,2) 1/I(3,3)])]; 
C = diag([1 1 1 1 1 1]); 
D = zeros(6,3); 
  
  
N = pinv([A B; C D])*[zeros(6,3); eye(3); zeros(3,3)] 
Nx = N(1:6,:) 
Nu = N(7:9,:) 
N_bar = k*Nx + Nu 
  
  
hc=N_bar*r 
 
Alert: Despite having all the diagrams completed, the incompatibility between 
the Matlab® version used (R2014b) with the computer software (Mac OS Sierra 
10.12.5) made unable to solve the simulation using the Matlab Function blocks. 
Thus, the simulation was performed from another computer. 
 
